Learning Circle • Training
February 14 - 19, 2019

Methodologies
Reconstructive

Our perception is the program we have learned from ages 0 to 6 in order to survive. Reconstructive expands this narrow image
of what we are and what life can be. It’s quantic intervention which begins with a group dynamic or high intensity body work. The
body is used as a primary tool for the comprehension of the learning path. Reconstructive is an expanding field which includes
the movement of the mind, body and spirit. This allows the resolution of every day conflicts.

Women & Men
Secrecy and Sacrecy

Systemic work

Like the title announces we look at systems: what is the relation / entanglement between the personal system – the intergenerational system and the collective system. As an individual we are able to zoom out, to go into the helicopter position and see what
the bigger connection tells us. This work has strong roots in South Africa where ancestors and the wider family connections are
as significant as the living members of our tribe.

Educational program
to Empower Women & Men

Archetypes

The term “archetype” has its origins in ancient Greek. The root words are archein, which means “original or old”. Jung uses the
concept of archetype in his theory of the human psyche. He believed that universal, mythic characters—archetypes—reside
within the collective unconscious of people all over the world. Archetypes represent fundamental human experiences and they
evoke deep emotions. Jung use the archetype to describe our ego.

The Trainers

Gestalt

Gestalt Therapy was created by American psychiatrist Fritz Pearls half way last century in reaction to Freud’s theories. Main
focuses in Gestalt contact and its boundaries.

Practical Information
Venue: Domein Koningsteen – Kapelle-op-den-Bos (B) at 20 km from Brussels and Antwerp
– www.koningsteen.be (accommodation possible)
Price:

945.00 € if registrated before December 31, 2018
1045.00 € if registrated after December 31, 2018
Price is non- residential. Meals and coffee breaks are included.

Dates: Thursday to Tuesday February 14 - 19, 2019
Working hours: 9.00 until 19.00 daily
Language: English
Registration/Information: Bart De Coninck
bart@reconstructiveschool.be
+ 32 476 66 06 37
Organization: Reconstructive School Belgium

L

Ria Verlinden (B) has been a Gestalt trainer,
supervisor and therapist for 30 years. She is trained in
systemic work, systemic rituals and traditional wisdom.
She mainly gives training, workshops and seminars on
constellation work in relation to family, work and the
wider connection to the community. The years working in
Belgium, The Netherlands, Czech Republic and South Africa
gave a wide experience in different context and history
in the development of relations.
www.The7thC.be

Bart De Coninck (B) has a background as a
doctor, psychotherapist and couple therapist.
He’s trained in Gestalt and appointed teacher in
RIIHS, the international reconstructive school
founded by Carola Castillo. In his work Bart
focuses on Gender as a source of strength and
Emotions which can form a path to deeper
knowledge and healing.

6 Days: February 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19, 2019
Day 1
Women & Men together
Day 2, 3 & 4 Women & Men separated
Day 5 & 6
Women & Men together

Content
Since earliest childhood we build fixed concepts of women and men. They come out of our story, family and the collective.
We are not always aware how different we relate to women and men. Our survivals – and the different trauma, emotions,
thoughts, illusions, stories, needs, decisions, actions, … involved – are different in relationship to women as to men.
We need to increase awareness about this difference to find more authority and strength.
Our own gender community – men between men & women between women – is the best place to come home to ourselves,
to find peace and belonging with and within our body and community. We discover our secrecy and sacrecy. It’s the best place
to start a journey into our dark side.
In our shadow we find what we don’t want to be, what we reject as result of our survivals. We need to dissolve the fixed
concepts we have, to open ourselves and integrate the information out of our shadow. This information is at the same time
individual and collective. In this movement we find power, power as a woman, power as a man.
Only in this power we can relate freely to each other. Respect grows. This opens to the decisions and actions the world is
waiting for.

“As a woman I am all women”
“As a man I am all men”
Training
The content will be presented in a way to allow deeper understanding and better integration of the knowledge into specific
fields larger than the personal: professional skills, organization & business field, projects, mission and place in society.
It is open for everybody willing to learn. No previous knowledge or education is necessary.

Program
Day 1
Women & Men: The Power of the Wise Woman & Man
Trainers: Ria Verlinden & Bart De Coninck
•
•
•
•
•

Connecting ground
Me and my family of origin
My inner child and women and men
Me and the wise woman or wise man in me
Me and the collectives
(trauma, shadows of women and men, archetypical forces, …)

Day 2, 3 & 4
Women: Connecting to Womanhood, Secrecy & Sacrecy
Trainer: Ria Verlinden
•
•
•
•
•

Me and my female body
Me and my mother
Me in female collectives
(shame, guilt, responsibility-issues, victim/perpetrator-dynamics, archetypical forces, …)
Me and my power
The power of witches & prostitutes

Men: Connecting to Manhood, Secrecy & Sacrecy
Trainer: Bart De Coninck
•
•
•
•
•

Me and my male body
Me and my father
Me in male collectives
(shame, guilt, responsibility-issues, victim/perpetrator-dynamics, archetypical forces,…)
Me and my power
The power of murderers & rapists

Day 5 & 6
Women & Men: Going out in Life
Trainers: Ria Verlinden & Bart De Coninck
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connection & Integration
Female & Male power
Open for new archetypes
Men & Women in the world
Community & Life force
Steps & Decisions to take
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